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INTRODUCTION 
 
This supplementary paper on Oxford Street arises from further consideration of detail 
issues subsequent to completing the main Implementation Issues paper of 12 June 
2010. As for all other lines, the primary considerations here, apart from operational 
efficiency, are roadside activity and fitting in with existing road use in a non-
confrontational way. 
 
Oxford Street generally is a good public transport route because, since the 
construction of the M1 motorway (under Bourke/Finders/South Dowling Streets) and 
the Bondi Junction bypass (Syd Einfeld Drive), the majority of motor traffic has been 
diverted along Moore Park Road and the wide section of Oxford Street through 
Woollahra connecting Moore Park Road with Syd Einfeld Drive. Thus the strip-
retailing section of Oxford Street between Taylor Square and the Moore Park 
Road/Lang Road/Queen Street intersection, with its high level of pedestrian activity, 
is one that can be legitimately claimed in part for public transport. Indeed this process 
has already started with the introduction of part-time bus lanes – and trams would 
replace buses along this route meaning no additional lanes would have to be claimed 
for public transport. (Any buses that might need to run along the road, e.g. for 
‘bustitution’, can use the tram lanes which would have ‘left-side’ platforms that buses 
can use.) 
 
The main reason for this supplementary paper is to address in more detail the 
Woollahra section of Oxford Street in which some issues have already been signalled 
in the previous Implementation Issues paper: 
 

• The need to reclaim the former tram median strip with its dense tree plantings; 
and 

• The need to cross and recross road traffic at two major intersections at each 
end of the Woollahra section, thus introducing delays for both trams and road 
traffic. 

 
After further consideration, the author has found that the offset track alignment 
method (proposed for the CBD and Flinders Street) would also be highly effective in 
the Oxford Street segment, particularly in the Woollahra section where the track 
reservation could follow the southern side of Oxford Street, along the edge of 
Centennial Park, thus avoiding the issue of the central reservation and its trees 
altogether. This would also have the additional operational benefit of a separated 
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entry into the Bondi Junction section of Oxford Street without tangling with the need 
to cross lights and traffic at the major Ocean Street intersection in order to access 
Bondi Junction. This would benefit both the light rail operation and motorists. 
 
Furthermore, it is noted that the southern side of Oxford Street all the way from 
Taylor Square to the Queen Street/Moore Park Road intersection is in fact virtually 
devoid of side streets, most of those existing having been blocked off decades ago and 
converted into malls in earlier urban improvements. Like the Flinders Street section, 
any other side streets have alternative access from other streets. So for this reason, 
offset running is in fact possible all the way from Taylor Square to Waverley Depot at 
Bondi Junction. Again, like Flinders Street, the offset alignment would enable the line 
to bypass traffic lights (at Darlinghurst Road, Glenmore Road, Young Street and 
Jersey Road). The route is shown in Map 1 here and the details to be discussed below 
are illustrated in detail maps 2, 3 and 4 at the end of this paper. 
 
 

 
 
The other issue covered in this supplementary paper is the proposal made by Greg 
Sutherland (and mentioned in the main Implementation Issues paper) for extension of 
the existing Bondi Junction mall to cover the whole length of Oxford Street at Bondi 
Junction. While superficially it may seem a radical proposal, in reality it gives 
practical expression to a defacto existing situation in which the street is already 
predominantly a public transport street with relatively little motor vehicle activity, all 
of which can be readily diverted via Grafton Street to the north and Birrell and Ebley 
Streets to the south. Such a mall would give impetus to revitalisation of 
retailing/commercial activity along the western and eastern ends of Oxford Street at 
Bondi Junction. 
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OFFSET RUNNING AND MALLS 
 
The benefits of offset running and malls have been discussed in previous submissions, 
both methods being used extensively in successful European light rail systems.  
 
Offset running is when the tram lines are in the two lanes nearest one kerb rather than 
being in the centre of the road. It is more friendly for pedestrians and users because 
tram stops are not isolated in the middle of the road (for users on one side – the other 
side gets a pedestrian crossing to the stop) and it is easier for pedestrians to cross the 
road where there are no crossings (as they do!) because they have a footpath to retreat 
to if a tram comes along, whereas in mid-road tram lanes they have nowhere to go. In 
addition, road space for motor vehicle lanes is increased as a result of one of the tram 
platforms being incorporated in the footpath.  
 
Operationally, offset tram lines also enable trams to bypass traffic lights at offside T-
junctions and avoid the need for trams and motor traffic to cross and recross each 
other – two potential Sydney examples being Flinders Street between Albion Street 
and South Dowling Street and Oxford Street between Queen and Ocean Streets, 
Woollahra. 
 
 

 
 

Offset lines and stop in Prague 
 
Trams in pedestrian malls are a well-established practice in world light rail. The two 
interact well once pedestrians get the hang of the protocol of giving way to trams. 
Admittedly, this will be a learning curve in Sydney but can be assisted by the use of 
bollards along the line linked to track circuits so that lights in the bollards flash as a 
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tram is approaching. The use of bollards also draws attention to the presence of the 
tram line (which, as another pedestrian-reminder, is also set below a kerb, as in Hay 
Street, Sydney). Once familiarity sets in there should not be any issues. 
 
The other issue with both offset lines and malls is access to lineside/streetside 
properties. This is something that may require public education to alleviate concerns 
and political implications. The issue of kerbside parking has been discussed in the 
previous paper which also mentioned that offset lines and malls are not generally 
possible in streets where properties have major offstreet parking with driveway 
access. However, such is not the case in the author’s proposals for Flinders and 
Oxford Streets. This leaves the issue of access for commercial purposes such as a 
small trader’s fleet vehicles, deliveries, garbage trucks and service vehicles. The good 
news is that malls and offset tracks do not preclude these activities from accessing or 
crossing the tram lines provided that such access is used on a regulated and respectful 
basis. This is the practice in European cities as shown in this photo of a delivery 
vehicle leaving a driveway in a pedestrian/tram mall: 
 
 

 
 

Delivery van in mall in Prague 
 
At any point along the Oxford Street proposal it will be possible to allow for property 
access to authorised users (property occupiers/deliveries/services) on a controlled 
basis – but obviously not to the general public in their private cars who will have to 
park and walk from a place provided for in an implemented parking strategy. (With a 
new light rail system the objective is that they will be attracted to come by public 
transport instead!) The only property use that is likely to have to cease under this 
Oxford Street proposal is a service station at Paddington. It can be argued whether 
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this represents the best use of such valuable land in any case and it is a function that 
can be readily relocated elsewhere. 
 
 
OXFORD STREET OFFSET LINE 
 
The details of the Oxford Street offset proposal are shown in Maps 2 and 3 attached to 
this report. Basically, numerous side streets and lanes along the southern side of 
Oxford Street (but not the northern side) have been closed off in the past to create a 
more pedestrianised environment and to restrict vehicle entry into what used to be the 
main road to the eastern suburbs. Most streets/laneways that have not been closed 
have alternative access from back streets so will not suffer from closure. If some 
vehicles that need to use them, such a garbage trucks, have manoeuvrability issues 
then lockable removable bollards or gates can be used to allow access through the 
closed end of the street/lane. As stated above, there is no problem with such vehicles 
using the tramlines on a limited basis. Some points such as the Victoria Barracks gate 
and the southern stub of William Street, Paddington can have crossings of the 
tramlines on a controlled basis for the permitted users. 
 
In terms of traffic lights, it will not be possible for the light rail to avoid lights at 
Taylor Square, Dowling Street, Greens Road and Oatley Road but, if the lights are 
properly sequenced and favour Oxford Street (as they presently do) this should not be 
a significant operational problem. Traffic lights at Darlinghurst Road, Darlinghurst 
and Glenmore Road, Young Street and Jersey Road, Paddington will be bypassed 
under an offset arrangement, which will also benefit motor vehicles turning right at 
those corners. If pedestrian crossings are located at tram stops, lights on the tramline 
can be avoided there too as there is no need for lights to protect pedestrians crossing 
between platforms due to the lower frequency of trams and tram drivers being 
responsibly trained. All of the proposed tram stops in Paddington are near existing 
light-controlled pedestrian crossings. 
 
It can be argued that the tram tracks can be in the centre of Oxford Street from Taylor 
Square to the Queen Street/Moore Park Road corner but the significant benefits 
outlined above, combined with the potential for preservation of one extra road lane at 
stops due to one platform being in the footpath, tend to sway the argument in favour 
of offset lines. In addition, centre lines would have to swing across traffic at that latter 
intersection to assume the offset position through Woollahra. The only significant 
counter-argument is the loss of off-peak parking on the southern side of Oxford Street 
through the eastern end of Paddington. There is, however, a very limited number of 
parking spaces on this side so the loss would not be great. 
 
At the major Queen Street/Moore Park Road intersection the trams could be 
incorporated in the present traffic light regime, thus introducing an extra light 
sequence that would increase delays for trams and motor traffic alike at this very busy 
5-way intersection. This author’s recommendation is for a cut-and-cover tunnel to 
carry trams under the intersection. Whilst introducing a higher up-front cost and 
causing disruption during construction (though no more than the numerous similar 
projects undertaken by the RTA), the operational and traffic benefits would be 
enormous, both immediately and in the long term. Together with the Bondi Junction 
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proposals outlined below this would help make the light rail line a very fast service 
without impacting on road traffic – a real win-win. 
 
BONDI JUNCTION MALL 
 
Under an offset proposal through the Woollahra section, the line would have an easy 
entrance to Bondi Junction without having to tangle with traffic at the major Ocean 
Street/Syd Einfeld Drive intersection. Details are shown at Maps 3 and 4. Indeed 
along the edge of Centennial Park, the line could use a roadside strip of the park 
reserve (adjacent to the reservoirs) to the extent that, at most, only one traffic lane 
would be lost from Oxford Street. This would resolve the issue of having to impact on 
the central road reserve. The RTA could make any minor adjustments/kerb-trimmings 
necessary to preserve all existing road lanes. Woollahra residents would be able to 
access the light rail via the pedestrian crossing at Ocean Street and the pedestrian 
bridge at Nelson Street. 
 
The other change that would simplify entrance to Bondi Junction (and Waverley 
Depot) would be to grade-separate York Road and Oxford Street to replace the traffic 
lights at that intersection. It is suggested that York Road, which dips down in any case 
to Syd Einfeld Drive, be excavated into a cutting to pass under the Oxford 
Street/tramline level. This would allow the tramline to pass uninterrupted past the 
depot into the Bondi Junction mall. It is suggested that slip lanes be provided linking 
Grafton Street to Syd Einfeld Drive (see Map 4) to enable traffic from the west to 
access Bondi Junction carparks via Grafton Street (which is where the carparks are 
located). Note that the Loch Avenue exit from Centennial Park would have to be 
closed to vehicles but this is little-used and a minor issue. 
 
Other changes resulting from the Oxford Street mall have already been mentioned. 
Motor vehicle access to the Junction would be from Grafton Street and Edgecliff 
Road on the north, Birrell and Ebley Streets on the south and Waverley Street on the 
east. These streets, in any case, access the major carparks. A new Masterplan for 
Bondi Junction, in conjunction with Woollahra and Waverley Councils, should 
precede and underpin this transition to a revitalised centre having a pedestrian/tram 
central axis with car access/parking from the perimeters. Good urban planning with a 
focus on pedestrian amenity and a fast, clean and quiet mass transit system. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This offset running proposal for Oxford Street (combined with the Bondi Junction 
mall) is the author’s preferred approach for this segment of the Bondi light rail line. 
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